Gain a More Efficient Warehouse Operation

Victory Voice directs lean, paperless picking operations and warehouse work tasks to reduce labor and increase productivity and accuracy. It’s the true definition of next-generation multi-modal voice, and incorporates speaker-independent artificial intelligence (AI) voice recognizer to direct and validate pick, pack, and ship operations. Victory Voice eliminates paper and automates manual processes for a faster, more accurate workflow.

Superior Voice Recognition Conquers the Limitations of Legacy Voice Engines

Victory Voice outperforms traditional voice recognizers using deep learning neural networks with AI recognition to deliver best-in-class speaker independent natural language recognition. It requires zero voice training, and does not capture or record operator’s voice biometrics. It’s easy and intuitive, so operators are productive in as little as 15 minutes. Its speed and performance are superior to Alexa, Google, and Siri due to combination of its finite state logic and voice recognition.

Victory Voice can be deployed on an existing virtual server or on Google Cloud with a web service API for integration to an existing ERP/WMS. Victory Voice can be deployed as a standalone pick, pack, and ship solution or within Numina Group’s RDS Tier™ One WES-WCS for a completely automated order fulfillment operation.
Victory Voice is a Feature Rich Order Fulfillment Suite:

**Optimized Picking Processes**
- Each & case picking
- Voice-directed batch picking of 12 to 25 orders
- Pick to tote or carton
- Conveyor, cart, fork truck pick processes
- Each, mixed case and pallet picking
- Capture lot and sell-by dates
- At pick confirmation - print order or carrier label for auto-manifesting and shipping

**Voice-Directed Packing**
- Fixed or mobile workstations to direct value-add packing processes
- Put wall order consolidation
- QC audit-inspect
- Case sorting
- Pallet build content validation
- Multi-carrier parcel manifesting

**Integrated Security**
- Secure, authenticated message communication
- Device-initiated user verification
- Does not collect or record user biometrics

**Labor Management and Productivity Tracking**
- KPI tracking
- Operator productivity rates and accuracy by work task
- Tracks picking performance in each zone

**Victory Voice – Unify and Accelerate Pick, Pack, and Ship with Voice Enabled Order Fulfillment**

Empower your DC work force through voice, scanning, visual messages, images, touch, and vibration guidance. New and existing operators quickly become more productive while working at a 99.9% accuracy rate.
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